In this paper, we analyze the open cluster NGC 1039. This young open cluster is observed as a part of BeijingArizona-Taiwan-Connecticut Multicolor Sky Survey. Combining our observations with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey photometric data, we employ the Padova stellar model and the zero-age main-sequence curve to the data to derive a reddening,
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In this paper, we analyze the open cluster NGC 1039. This young open cluster is observed as a part of BeijingArizona-Taiwan-Connecticut Multicolor Sky Survey. Combining our observations with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey photometric data, we employ the Padova stellar model and the zero-age main-sequence curve to the data to derive a reddening, -=  ( ) E B V 0.10 0.02, and a distance modulus,
, for NGC 1039. The photometric membership probabilities of stars in the region of NGC 1039 are derived using the spectral energy distribution-fitting method. According to the membership probabilities (P SED ) obtained here, 582 stars are cluster members with P SED larger than 60%. In addition, we determine the structural parameters of NGC 1039 by fitting its radial density profile with the King model. These parameters are a core radius, 
Introduction
The young open cluster NGC 1039 (M34) is located at a = 2 42 06 h m s and d = +  ¢ 42 46 (J2000.0), corresponding to Galactic coordinates l = 143°. 7 and b = −15°. 6. The age of NGC 1039 is within the range 180-500 Myr (Canterna et al. 1979; Ianna & Schlemmer 1993; Meynet et al. 1993; Jones & Prosser 1996) , which is between the Pleiades (∼100 Myr) and the Hyades (∼600 Myr) (Soderblom et al. 2001 ). Due to its age, NGC 1039 is an important open cluster for constraining stellar evolution models. At this age, the stars with masses from
reach the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) (Irwin et al. 2006 ). In the younger open clusters such as the Pleiades, the solar-type stars rotate at a variety of rates and show large spreads in Li abundance. In the older open clusters such as Hyades, there is a very small spread in rotation and Li abundance, and the low-mass stars show a marked depletion of Li abundance (Soderblom et al. 2001; Irwin et al. 2006; Gondoin 2014) . NGC 1039 is intermediate in age compared with that of the Pleiades and Hyades, an age which is ideal to investigate the evolution of rotation velocity (Soderblom et al. 2001; Barnes 2003; Irwin et al. 2006; James et al. 2010; Meibom et al. 2011 ) and the Li abundance (Jones et al. 1997; Gondoin 2014 ) of solar-type stars.
Two proper-motion surveys (Ianna & Schlemmer 1993; Jones & Prosser 1996) provided valuable kinematic membership probabilities of stars in the region of NGC 1039 down to V = 14.5: Ianna & Schlemmer (1993) presented proper motions and membership probabilities for 354 stars in the region of NGC 1039, and the reliable membership probabilities were limited to stars brighter than V = 13.5 mag; Jones & Prosser (1996) measured proper motions for 630 stars to V∼16.2 mag in the vicinity of NGC 1039 and performed a proper-motion membership probability analysis, and the reliable membership probabilities were limited to stars brighter than V = 14.5 mag. In addition, there were authors who derived the fundamental parameters for NGC 1039: Canterna et al. (1979) derived a mean reddening of
0.07, while Ianna & Schlemmer (1993) and Jones & Prosser (1996) determined a distance modulus to be 8. 2, 8.28, and 8.38, respectively. Schuler et al. (2003) derived the metallicity of NGC 1039 to be = [ ] Fe H +  0.07 0.04 from the spectral analysis of G and K dwarfs, and Netopil & Paunzen (2013) determined the metallicity of NGC 1039 to be [Fe/H] = +0.05±0.10 using differential grid method. Zhang et al. (2015) determined the metallicity of NGC 1039 to be
0.06 0.23 0.18 from their spectral analysis. The age of NGC 1039 was derived using several distance-dependent, photometric isochrone methods, which are 500 Myr (Canterna et al. 1979) , 250 Myr (Ianna & Schlemmer 1993) , 180 Myr (Meynet et al. 1993 ), 200-250 Myr (Jones & Prosser 1996 , and 250±67 Myr (James et al. 2010) , respectively. In addition, James et al. (2010) also derived the age of NGC 1039 to be 193±9 Myr using gyrochronology method. Previous work on the structural parameters, mass function, and dynamical evolution for NGC 1039 was very limited: only Irwin et al. (2006) computed the mass function of NGC 1039 and found it to be consistent with a lognormal distribution in N M d d log . However, their survey covered only the central part of the cluster.
In this paper, the photometry of NGC 1039 in 14 intermediate bands is presented, which was obtained based on the BeijingArizona-Taiwan-Connecticut (BATC) Multicolor Survey photometric system. The BATC photometric system consists of 15 intermediate-band filters covering the wavelength range of 3000-10000 Å, which is designed to avoid most of the known bright and variable night-sky emission lines. This filter system is appropriate to obtain the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of objects. An E2V 4k × 4k thinned CCD with a pixel size of 12 μm is used, which has a field of view of 94′×94′ and a resolution of 1 36 pixel −1 (Fan et al. 2009 ). Taking advantage of deep photometry and a large field of view of the BATC photometric system, we can investigate open clusters in our Galaxy. We have used the photometry of the BATC photometric system study some open clusters in our Galaxy such as M67 (Fan et al. 1996) , M48, and NGC 7789 (Wu et al. 2005 (Wu et al. , 2006 (Wu et al. , 2007 , and NGC 188 (Wang et al. 2015) . In this paper, we will study membership and dynamical parameters of NGC 1039 based on the BATC photometric data, i.e., we will derive the fundamental parameters, the photometric membership probabilities, and the structural parameters of NGC 1039, and at the same time we will also investigate the mass function and mass segregation of NGC 1039.
A description of the new observation and photometric data of NGC 1039 is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the fundamental parameters of NGC 1039 are derived. The photometric membership probabilities of stars in the region of NGC 1039, the structural parameters and the mass function are obtained in Section 4. A summary is given in Section 5.
Observation and Photometric Data

Observation
The observations were carried out from 2007 December to 2008 September using the BATC photometric system with the 60/90 cm f/3 Schmidt telescope, which is at the Xinglong Station of the National Astronomical Observatories, China Academy of Sciences (NAOC). More details about the BATC system are described in Yan et al. (2000) . An image of NGC 1039 observed by the BATC o band is shown in Figure 1 . The parameters of the BATC filters and the statistics of observations of NGC 1039 are given in Table 1 . Columns (1) and (2) are the IDs and names of BATC filters; columns (3) and (4) are the effective wavelength and FWHM of each filter; columns (5) and (6) are the exposure time and the number of frames observed in each filter in our observation. These images are observed during good nights, including photometric nights. Good nights mean no clouds, and the seeing of a good night gives average or better than the average seeing. The average seeing of these nights is 3.84 arcsec and the dispersion is 0.67 arcsec. Because the images observed in the p band are not deep enough, the photometric data of this band are not used here.
Flux Calibration and Photometric Data
For flux calibration, the Oke-Gunn (Oke & Gunn 1983) primary flux standard stars HD 19445, HD 84937, BD+26°2 606, and BD+17°4708 are observed during photometric nights (Yan et al. 2000) . On the photometric nights, two or more standard stars as well as the BATC programmed fields are observed between air masses of 1 and 2. The standard stars are observed as frequently as possible using the central part of the CCD (size 300 × 300) for saving readout time and disk space. The extinction coefficient and the zero point of the instrumental magnitude obtained from the standard stars observed on the photometric nights are used for making the flux calibration on the BATC programmed-field images. The exposure times of the BATC programmed fields are 300 seconds (i.e., in short exposures). The instrumental magnitudes M inst of selected bright, isolated stars in the BATC programmed-field images observed in short exposures can be readily transformed to the BATC AB magnitude system, M batc , then these bright, isolated stars are taken as secondary standards and are subsequently used to perform calibration on the images observed in the good nights. The photometric reduction is carried out as follows. Using automatic data processing program, PIPELINE I (Fan et al. 1996) , we preform the standard procedure of bias subtraction and field flatting. The images that cover wide fields of view usually have optical distortions that cause the pointspread function (PSF) to vary with location in the field, so the whole image is divided into nine subregions here. In the subregion, the PSF almost does not vary with location. Then, we use the PIPELINE II program which is based on the DAOPHOT II stellar photometric reduction package of Stetson (1987) to measure the instrumental magnitudes of point sources in the subregions. After that, the instrumental magnitudes are calibrated to the BATC standard system (Zhou et al. 2003) . For each star observed more than once in a BATC band, the final photometric result in that band is the weighted mean.
Photometric Precision
The photometric error comes from the following sources: (a) photon statistics of star and sky; (b) CCD readout noise; (c) bias correction and flat-field correction; (d) photometry of PSF fitting; and (e) calibration error. For those stars in common among the images in the same band, we present the net effect of these sources of error combined. We explicitly calculate the dispersion in their magnitudes for all 14 bands. The photometric precision for a single exposure is 0.02 mag for stars brighter than 16 mag in most bands, becoming larger for faint stars. More details about the photometric precision of the BATC photometric system can be found in Fan et al. (1996) .
Artificial-Star Test
To derive the mass function of NGC 1039, the completeness estimation is required. We adopt the artificial-star test (Wu et al. 2007 ) to obtain the completeness correction. According to the PSF and luminosity distribution of the original images, artificial stars are generated and uniformly distributed on the original images. To avoid overcrowding, the total number of artificial stars is 15% of the original number of stars. Then, the photometric reduction is carried out on the test images using the same parameters as on the original images, and following the same steps as on the original images described in Section 2.2. The proportion of found artificial stars in the whole added artificial stars is defined as completeness correction. Table 2 lists the completeness corrections of NGC 1039 for the BATC d magnitude. As shown in Table 2 , the completeness fractions for d magnitude between 11 and 12 mag are low. The reason for this drop is presented as follows. The test images have different exposures. In the magnitude range 11-12 mag, for the short exposures, the sources are not saturated; for the long exposures, some sources become saturated. The final completeness fraction is the mean of completeness fractions of different test images, so the completeness fraction drops in this magnitude range.
Fundamental Parameters of NGC 1039
Sample of Preliminary Candidate Cluster Members
We chose preliminary candidate cluster members based on the membership probabilities of stars provided by the Milky Way Star Clusters (MWSC) catalog (Kharchenko et al. 2012 (Kharchenko et al. , 2013 . The MWSC catalog provides the spatial membership probabilities, kinematic membership probabilities, and photometric membership probabilities. The spatial membership probability is set to 1 when a star locates within the cluster radius. Otherwise, the spatial membership probability is set to 0. The kinematic membership probabilities are derived by the proper-motion-based method. The photometric membership probabilities P JH and P JK are derived from the J−Ks versus J CMD and the J−H versus J CMD, respectively. We obtain the preliminary candidate cluster members as follows. First, we identify 9915 stars in common by matching our star catalog to the MWSC catalog of NGC 1039 and using a matching tolerance of 1 0. Next, we select stars whose spatial membership probabilities are equal to 1, and whose kinematic membership probabilities and photometric membership probabilities are larger than 61%. Kharchenko et al. (2012) classified these stars as the most probable cluster members. These stars defined the stellar sample used in the subsequent analysis, totaling 351 preliminary candidate cluster members.
To determine the reddening, we also use the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) photometric data (see Section 3.3 for details). We extract the source catalog in the field of NGC 1039 from the data access Web sites of SDSS. By matching these 351 preliminary candidate cluster members to the source catalog of the SDSS and using a matching tolerance of 1 0, 149 stars in common are identified.
The bright stars are saturated in our images. Therefore, we collect bright stars from other studies (Johnson 1954; Cester et al. 1977; Anthony-Twarog 1982) when available. Totaling 63 bright sources are collected, and these stars are observed by UBV photoelectric photometry.
Checking Previous Works
To check whether the isochrones with the fundamental parameters determined by the previous works can fit our observational data, we compare the theoretical isochrones with our observational data in four color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) based on the photometric data in the seven BATC bands, which include -
In this paper, we use the Padova theoretical isochrones in the BATC system (Marigo et al. 2008) . Via an interactive Web interface 3 , we can construct a grid of isochrones for different values of age and metallicity, photometric system, and dust properties. We use the default models that involve scaled solar abundance ratios (i.e., [α/Fe] = 0.0), and the Chabrier lognormal initial mass function (IMF) (Chabrier 2001 ) is adopted. In addition, the reddening -( ) E B V is transformed to each BATC band using the extinction coefficient derived by Chen (2000) based on the procedure given in Appendix B of Schlegel et al. (1998) . The theoretical BATC isochrones with the fundamental parameters derived by the previous works are plotted on the CMDs. As shown in Figure 2 , we plot the 351 preliminary candidate cluster members and the theoretical isochrones with the fundamental parameters derived by Canterna et al. (1979) ; Meynet et al. (1993) and the MWSC catalog. It can be seen that these isochrones do not match the data points well. The isochrones (green lines) with the fundamental parameters derived by Canterna et al. (1979) are redder than the data of the main sequence on all the CMDs; especially, this case is more evident on the -( ) f i versus f and -( ) c m versus m CMDs. This seems to underestimate the distance modulus in Canterna et al. (1979) . The isochrones (red and blue lines) with the fundamental parameters provided by Meynet et al. (1993) and the MWSC catalog are bluer than the data of the main sequence on all the CMDs. This seems to overestimate the distance modulus or underestimate the reddening values in Meynet et al. (1993) and the MWSC catalog. Therefore, it is necessary to redetermine the fundamental parameters of NGC 1039 to see which ones can fit the data better than the previous ones.
Reddening and Distance Modulus
To obtain accurate results, we reduce as much as possible the number of unknown fundamental parameters by using the fundamental parameters obtained by the previous works. It is Meynet et al. (1993) and Jones & Prosser (1996) derived the other fundamental parameters of NGC 1039 by adopting a solar metallicity. Therefore, we adopt a solar metallicity for NGC 1039 here. It is well known that the absolute magnitude of the main-sequence turnoff is predominantly affected by age (see Puzia et al. 2002 and references therein) . However, as shown in Figure 2 , the CMD of NGC 1039 does not display the mainsequence turnoff, so the age of NGC 1039 cannot be obtained accurately using these CMDs. It is fortunate that James et al. (2010) analyzed the existing studies of age of NGC 1039 and obtained the mean isochronal age of NGC 1039 to be 250±67 Myr. Therefore, we adopt the age of NGC 1039 to be =  t 250 67 Myr here. Therefore, there are only two fundamental parameters of NGC 1039, i.e., reddening and distance modulus, which we will derive below.
As the metallicity of NGC 1039 was adopted to be [Fe/H]= 0.0 here, we can derive its reddening value as Fornal et al. (2007) did. We use the candidate cluster members observed by the BATC and SDSS photometric system and the bright stars collected from the literature to determine it, i.e., we derive the reddening of NGC 1039 by comparing the data points with the theoretical isochrones determined by the zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) stars, which are based on the -
color-color diagram. First, we transfer the g, g−r and u−g values to the V, U−B, and B−V values using the transformation equations from Fukugita et al. (1996) , and transfer the BATC photometry to UBV values based on the transformation equations from Zhou et al. (2003) . Then, we use the V, U−B, and B−V values of the ZAMS in Table 3 .9 of Binney & Merrifield (1998) to construct the ZMAS curves. The left panel of Figure 3 shows the ZAMS curves whose reddening are
0.07, 0.10, and 0.12, respectively. In this figure, the perpendicular line shows the main-sequence band bluer than -= ( ) B V 1.0, where the isochrones should fit the data best. We obtain the value of reddening to be -= ( ) E B V 0.10 by the best fit of the theoretical ZAMS curve to the data points. We estimate the uncertainty of the reddening value to be±0.02. In the left panel of Figure 3 , we can see that the U−B colors of the bluest and reddest stars obtained based on the SDSS and BATC data in the -( ) U B versus -( ) B V color-color diagram do not match the ZAMS curves. In fact, this case is also seen based on the SDSS data in Fornal et al. (2007) . We consider that this difference is resulted from the quantum efficiency of the detector.
As the value of reddening was determined, the distance modulus of NGC 1039 can be derived in the -( ) B V versus V CMD using the reddening obtained above, i.e., we can determine the value of distance modulus by shifting the ZAMS curve along the vertical direction (changing the distance modulus). When the ZMAS curve fits the data best, the distance modulus is obtained. The right panel of Figure 3 shows the results for three values of distance modulus 8.4, and 8.6 . We obtain the distance modulus to be
by the best fit of the theoretical ZAMS curve to the data points. We estimate the uncertainty of the distance modulus to be ±0.2 mag. Figure 4 plots the isochrones (black lines) based on the fundamental parameters adopted and determined here. For comparison, we also plot the theoretical isochrones with the fundamental parameters derived by Canterna et al. (1979) ; Meynet et al. (1993) and the MWSC catalog in Figure 4 . It is evident that the theoretical curves (black lines) match the data points better than the ones based on the fundamental parameters obtained in the previous works.
Structural Parameters and Mass Function
Enlarging the Number of Member Stars
A Brief of SED Fitting Method
In Section 3.1, we derive 351 preliminary candidate cluster members. To obtain a larger sample of cluster members of NGC 1039, we adopt the SED fitting method to determine the photometric membership probabilities of stars in the region of NGC 1039 (see Wang et al. 2015 for details). In the SED method, we present the astronomical hypotheses that member stars in an open cluster have the same distance, reddening, metallicity, and age. The fitting procedure is described as follows. For the ith source, a statistic parameter S can be defined is the theoretical magnitude in the jth BATC band calculated from theoretical isochrone model with the metallicity Z and age t, of which t and Z are adopted to be =  t 250 67 Myr and
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and s ij are the observed magnitude and its error of the ith star in the jth band, respectively, and n is the total number of observed bands for the ith star.
-
are corrected by the distance modulus, -( ) m M 0 , and reddening, -( ) E B V , the values of which are obtained in Section 3. For M j with different stellar masses, the minimum of S i , S i,min , can be obtained for the ith star with the chosen theoretical model. If the observed SEDs can match the theoretical SEDs, the parameter S min should be the c 2 distribution with n−P degrees of freedom, where P is the number of free parameters to be solved. The integral probability is at least as large as S i,min in the c 2 distribution with n−P degrees of freedom is taken as the SED membership probability of the ith star (see Wu et al. 2006 for more details).
The SED fitting method was presented by Wu et al. (2006) . Wu et al. (2006) listed some advantages of this method, which we describe briefly as follows: (1) in contrast with the traditional photometric methods that use CMD or color-color diagrams to determine cluster members, no comparison field is needed, and at the same time, the membership probabilities of stars can be obtained by the SED fitting method; and (2) in contrast with the proper-motion-based methods, the SED fitting method consumes short time to obtain the observational data, and it is not necessary to know the velocity distribution of cluster members and field stars. In addition, membership probabilities of the fainter cluster members can also be obtained. However, as Wu et al. (2006) presented, in the SED fitting method, the same value of reddening for all cluster members in an open cluster is not always correct and the theoretical SEDs cannot reproduce the observed SEDs of blue stragglers.
The Result of SED Fitting
The fundamental parameters of NGC 1039 are (see Section 3.3 for details) the age t = 250 Myr, metallicity Z = 0.0152 (solar metallicity), reddening value -= ( ) E B V 0.1, and distance modulus
. Performing the SED fitting procedure, we obtain the membership probabilities of stars in the region of NGC 1039. The number of stars with membership probabilities larger than 60% is 729. Among these 729 stars, 582 stars with magnitudes brighter than d = 20 mag are considered to be the cluster members. Figure 5 shows the f−i versus f CMD of these cluster members and isochrone with the fundamental parameters adopted and derived here. As shown in Figure 5 , the cluster members obtained here present a tight main sequence, and this main sequence is well reproduced by the isochrone. As an example, Figure 6 shows the SEDs of four cluster members determined based on the SED fitting method. In Figure 6 , the bestfitting theoretical magnitudes are connected by solid lines, and the photometric membership probabilities and masses of these stars are labeled. The distribution of membership probability is shown in Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 7 , the cluster members are clearly separate from the field stars.
We compare the probabilities of NGC 1039 member stars obtained here with those in the previous works. Figure 8 compares the membership probabilities obtained by the SED fitting method (P SED ) with those obtained by the kinematic method (P kin ) (Kharchenko et al. 2012 (Kharchenko et al. , 2013 for stars with > P 60% SED and > P 60% kin . Figure 9 compares membership probabilities obtained by the SED fitting method (P SED ) with those obtained by the photometric method (P phot ) (Kharchenko et al. 2012 (Kharchenko et al. , 2013 for stars with > P 60% SED and > P 60% phot . Although the statistical nature of the three methods is different, for the region of high membership probabilities the results are consistent. In addition, we also compare the membership probabilities obtained by the kinematic method and the photometric method for stars with > P 60% kin and > P 60% phot in Figure 10 . It is evident that Figures 8, 9 , and 10 present the consistent results.
Structural Parameters
In general, the radial surface density profile of an open cluster is used to describe its structure. The radial surface density profile of NGC 1039 is derived based on 582 cluster members obtained in Section 4. (J2000.0) provided by MWSC catalog is adopted. The region centered on the NGC 1039 is divided into a series of concentric annuli. The widths of annuli are adjusted so that each annulus contains 45 stars except for the last annulus. The last annulus contains 42 stars. The radial surface density profile is determined by calculating the number density in these annuli. Figure 11 shows the radial surface density profile of NGC 1039. The radial surface density profile is fitted by the empirical formula of King (1962) . The 1σ Poisson errors are adopted as weights for this fitting. . Figure 11 shows the fitted results, and it is evident that the King model well reproduces the radial surface density profile within uncertainties except for the innermost bin. In the innermost bin, NGC 1039 presents an obvious excess over the King model profile. This radial surface density profile excess has also been found in some young open clusters such as FSR 198, NGC 2244, NGC 6823, and so on (see Camargo et al. 2009 and references therein) .
To check the effects on the derived radial surface density profile resulted from using different limiting probabilities for determining cluster members, the radial surface density profiles are also derived for stars with > P 70% SED and > P 80% SED . The structural parameters of radial surface density profiles with limiting probabilities of 60%, 70%, and 80% are listed in Table 3 . As presented in Table 3 , for different limiting probabilities, these parameters are in agreement within uncertainties.
To check whether our sample is strongly contaminated by the field stars in the faint end, we divide the cluster members into two subsamples of cluster members: (1) those with  d 16 mag and (2) those with > d 16 mag. The surface density profiles of cluster members in these two subsamples are derived. Figure 12 shows these two profiles. As shown in Figure 12 , the faint stars do not uniformly distribute across the imaged field, so we conclude that our sample does not be strongly contaminated by the field stars at the faint end.
Mass Function
The large field of view of NGC 1039 observed here offers us an opportunity to derive its mass function and to investigate its mass segregation. We used the cluster members obtained in Section 4.1 to derive the mass function. In this paper, we use mass functions in different subregions to reveal the mass segregation of NGC 1039. Therefore, we chose three subregions (
30 , and  ¢ < ¢ R 30 4 5) and the whole region (   ¢ ¢ R 0 45 ) to derive the mass function. Because the masses of cluster members were derived in Section 4.1, the mass function can be obtained using the star count. Then the mass functions are corrected for completeness. Figure 13 shows the mass functions in different regions of NGC 1039. From Figure 13 , it is evident that we can see that the mass functions of NGC 1039 break at » (Sheikhi et al. 2016 ), NGC 2516 , NGC 2287 , M48, and NGC 2477 IC 4651 and M67 are from the work of ; and NGC 188 (Wang et al. 2015) . According to the universal IMF . The mass function break of NGC 1039 found in this paper is similar to the mass function break of NGC 2516 found by . argued that the mass function break in clusters reveals the effect of the internal dynamical evolution of clusters on the mass function and/or some fundamental properties of the initial mass function associated to different conditions in star formation. In order to determine the slopes of the mass functions, we fit the mass functions by the power-law function f µ a ( ) m m . The 1σ Poisson errors are adopted as weight for the fit. Figure 13 shows the fitted power-law functions that best fit the data points. The slopes of the mass functions are listed in Table 4 . Figure 13 shows that the slopes of mass function become steeper and steeper from the innermost region to the external region, and this trend reveals . Therefore, the evaporation of low-mass stars has not yet had enough time to produce observable changes in the global mass function of NGC 1039. NGC 1039 is in the less-advanced dynamical state.
To check the dependence of the mass function with the adopted limiting probabilities for choosing candidate cluster members, limiting probabilities of 70% and 80% are also adopted to choose cluster members. The slopes of mass functions with limiting probabilities of 70% and 80% are derived and listed in Table 4 . As shown in Table 4 , in the same region of cluster, the slopes of mass functions for different limiting probabilities are in agreement within uncertainties. , we adopt the slope of universal IMF of Kroupa (2001) , in which it is a = -1.3. Finally, the number of stars of NGC 1039 is derived to be 1658. The relaxation time was derived using the formula = ( ) 
Summary
The photometric data of NGC 1039 observed by the 14 intermediate-band filters of the BATC system is presented in this paper. Based on the color-color diagram of cluster members of NGC 1039, its obtained reddening value is -=  ( ) E B V 0.10 0.02 here. We also determine its distance modulus to be -=  ( ) m M 8.4 0.2 0 based on the CMD of cluster members of NGC 1039.
We use the SED fitting method to determine the photometric membership probabilities of stars in the region of NGC 1039. We obtain 582 stars whose photometric membership probabilities P phot are larger than 60% and whose magnitudes are brighter than d = 20 mag. These stars are adopted as cluster members of NGC 1039.
The radial surface density profile of NGC 1039 is fitted with the King model, and its structural parameters are obtained. 
